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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Equine Equity  
Win Bet - Hexham 14:40 - Saint Freule @ 4/1  

Racing Goldmine 
Win Bet - Wolverhampton (AW) 17:30 - Amazing Grazing @ 7/1 

TWL Pro Tip  
Win Bet - Wolverhampton (AW) 19:00 - Havana Rocket @ 13/8  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


If Leicester Can Win The Premier League at 5000/1….. 

The DOUBLE on Liechtenstein to beat Italy and Malta to beat Spain in Euro 2020 
qualifying pays 4488/1 with bet365. The odds are smaller than on Leicester to win 
the Premier League in 2015/16 so stranger things happen. Apparently there are no 
easy games in international football but these are for Italy and Spain. The fixtures 
represent the biggest disparity in FIFA rankings and both former world champions 
should win theses matches without conceding a goal. Republic of Ireland’s home 
match against Georgia is more difficult to call but the Irish should secure three 
points.


The international football standings are a good form guide. The rankings collate 
results in tournaments when results matter. Friendlies are used by managers to 
experiment but a team will play the best available starting 11 in the European 
Championships and World Cup, qualifying and finals. ROI have a ranking of 34 
which puts them 57 places above Georgia. The nations have met nine times and 
Ireland have won eight of those fixtures and there has been one draw. Past results 
and current form suggest IRELAND are the team to back at 8/13 with Coral.   


The racing in Britain features Class 4 and Class 5 contests over the jumps at 
Hereford and Hexham. There is also some ordinary racing at the evening meeting on 
the All Weather at Wolverhampton. The best race of the day is the chase over two 
miles and almost four furlongs at Clonmel (4.20). The race features two horses that 
have won races at the Cheltenham Festival in Arctic Fire and Yorkhill. 


The latter lost his way over fences after winning one of the novice hurdle races at 
the Festival in 2016 and the JLT Novices’ Chase the following year. However, that 
level of form makes the Willie Mullins trained runner well ahead on ratings despite 
some poor runs over the last two seasons. YORKHILL should be backed at the best 
price and with bookmakers that offer Best Odds Guaranteed.     


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Nice to report that we have a nice profit so far in March. It has still been a little up 
and down. We have made gains this week though with thanks to Vin D'honer 17/2 
which was our big winner yesterday. We had to back the horse 3 times over the last 
few months. It just goes to show that the information on the horse being ready to 
win was correct. Sometimes a race just don't work out there are such small margins. 


The Grand National  

Well Tiger Roll is a very short price for the national! In fact I can't remember a year 
where the favourite was so far ahead of the rest and it's very difficult to see him 
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being beaten. 9/2 best price for a national looks crazy but seriously is this horse the 
next Red Rum? 


If looking down the list for a viable each way alternative I would suggest a small e/w 
play on 40/1 shot BLAKLION. The horse has got good form in the race and is now in 
the care of Phillip Kirby. He has had a great season but really needs a big winner like 
this to really put him on the training map. This would represent a great chance of 
making it happen. 


Today's Free Tip  

FELIX MENDELSSOHN 8/1  

The stable are just hitting top form and this horse has a great chance today. He 
comes out top of our ratings and looks to be running into some kind of form. I think 
he will be there about at the business end.


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 

Three Trainers To Help Us Take Some Cash From The 
Bookies - By High Roller Racing


In a week where the racing has lost its sparkle after Cheltenham I think I have three 
trainers for us to follow to help us take some cash from the bookies. As normal I 
suggest you scrutinise the trainers entries and then the horses they run at 
declaration stage from their entries.


There is no trainer in the same form as George Baker on the flat at the moment. 
George has been in form for a while but is still worth looking at and has some 
interesting entries this week. Atomic Jack, Lamplighter and Confrerie all very worthy 
of consideration if running.  On Wednesday George possibly runs The Gates of 
Dawn who could reappear and his current handicap mark of 81 could be lenient if 
producing his French form over here in Uk so have a look and make your mind up.


Over the jumps Emma Lavelle must still be waking tall after Paisley Parks victory in 
the Stayers Hurdle at Cheltenham. Emma has plenty of entries throughout the week 
and that’s why we need to be focused on entries and declarations. Balibour is 
interesting at Market Rasen on Wednesday and should be competitive after a 
slightly poorer run when pulled up at Wincanton of late. Emma has many entries so 
keep your eyes focused on her movements and runners.


Brian Ellison hasn’t been in that form we know he can produce but is showing signs 
of a resurgence so he is definitely under my radar to watch. Siannes Star and 
Snookered are two horses who could run for Brian this coming week and both could 
take a step forwards as they both showed a little more last time. Brian won with 
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Bordeaux Bill at Sedgefield last week another sign showing his string is coming 
back to form.


High Roller is now a monthly subscription service instead of a pay as you win 
service. We did this to make getting our tips cheaper for our clients. We have a 
service that has shown the results so far in 2019 to be:-


January PROFIT 49.21points


February LOSS 6.20 points


March PROFIT 14.02 points to date


2019 PROFIT to 24th March is 57.03 points


Profit to £10 per point stake is £570.30p


Profit to £100 per point stake is £5,703


These profits are now available to YOU for as little as £10 for 7 days OR £30 for 
28days plus other money saving offers. Follow the link below to join us... A 
WINNING SERVICE.


CLICK HERE And Become A High Roller! 
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